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We rarely take the opportunity or have the time to contemplate beauty 
within and around us, and yet we deeply need it for our life, as a source 
of inner balance and joy.
 
When we experience a breathtaking natural environment, a stunning 
modern or historical design, exquisite hospitality or a caring touch, we 
feel revived. We glow. These are beautiful moments which make us feel 
beautiful too.
 
All of this is captured in the healing power of the spa world, which 
we have served with competence, continuing research and sustainable, 
science-based, conscious solutions since 1996.
 
Our vision and our values enable us to partner with so many devoted 
professionals in amazing spa properties across the five continents.
In celebration, we want to thank them and share this [ comfort zone ] 
Around the World 2019-2020 Collection.

Davide Bollati, Founder and Chairman
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Created in 1996 by Dr. Davide Bollati, pharmacist and cosmetic chemist, 
[ comfort zone ] is developed with competence and care by the internal 
research laboratories at the Davines Village in Parma, Italy, and is available 
in the best spas across five continents. 

The brand’s unique, integrated approach combines result-oriented spa 
facials and rituals, home care and lifestyle tips for the health and beauty 
of skin, body and mind. 

All products follow the Science-Based Conscious Formulas™ approach: 
they are rich in natural-origin ingredients, free from animal derivatives, 
silicones, parabens, and artificial colorants.

The commitment to performance and sustainability is validated by the 
international B Corporation Certification and very well expressed in the 
formulation, manufacturing and packaging practices.

SKIN IS OUR FOCUS.

SCIENCE IS OUR GUIDE.

SOUL IS OUR CARE FOR THE PEOPLE
AND THE WORLD AROUND US.
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The W Fort Lauderdale is the ideal beach resort and spa, 
surrounded by vast views of the Atlantic Ocean that can be enjoyed 
while refreshing in the beachfront pool. Bathe in the sun after sunrise 
yoga, then spend the day relaxing in the W’s signature Away Spa.

Fort Lauderdale, USA
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High up in the Santa Barbara Hills, the enchanting Belmond El 
Encanto Resort and Spa can be found. With natural touches drawn 

from the surrounding Pacific Ocean and seven acres of isolate 
gardens, it is a true escape for relaxation.

Santa Barbara, USA
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Chicago, USA
This downtown hotel and spa located in an impressive skyscraper 
is a stylish and convenient place to unwind. The award-winning 
Chuan Spa meaning ‘flowing water’ in Chinese, represents re-birth 
and re-balance of your whole being. Embark on a unique water 
experience at the Chuan Spa in this renowned metropolitan retreat.
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Montréal, Canada

An Old Montréal hotel within a vibrant and cultural city. The Spa 
at William Gray is an urban hideaway with experiential luxuries 

including a Himalayan salt room, Finnish sauna and herbal sauna. 
Nurture the mind, body and soul in this ravishing top spa.
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Amsterdam, The Netherlands
The Indonesian design of this Amsterdam spa guarantees guests an 
experience to remember. With a subtropical garden in the atrium, 
Hotel Jakarta is named the most sustainable hotel in Europe. Enjoy 
views of River IJ while swimming in the indoor wellness pool and 
indulge in the sauna and fitness amenities.
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Baden Baden, Germany
The spa at the vivid Roomers hotel is the perfect hideaway for 

all guests alike, where design and warmth create an intimate 
atmosphere. With all the amenities available to guests including a 
Turkish bath, steam bath, hot tub and sauna, this destination is the 

perfect place to relax and rejuvenate. 
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Lans, Austria

Welcome to the world of wellness at Lanserhof Lans where holistic 
healing has been a specialty since 1974. The award-winning hotel 
and spa offers guests’ countless amenities in a naturistic spa escape 
that is surrounded by the Austrian Alps.
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Tignes, France

Les Suites, the first 5-star hotel in the city, uses local art and 
modern touches to create a modish atmosphere. Valuing natural 

resources and native earth tones, Le Spa des Suites creates a 
personalized spa experience for guests.
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Vadstena, Sweden

Hidden within the medieval town of Vadstena, this spa combines 
history with modern design. The spa is surrounded by thick walls, 
stone floors and crackling fires, where guests can enjoy hot tubs, 
swimming pools, saunas and more.
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Cork, Ireland
Just beyond the shoreline, secluded in the rustic forest exists 

the Fota Island Resort and Spa. Top class treatments are 
complimented by the outstanding natural landscapes that 

surround the resort and spa. Guests can spend their nights in 
luxurious hotel rooms or in charming and spacious lodges. 
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St. Andrews, Scotland 
The award-winning hotel sits on the 17th hole of the Old Course, 
holding the elegant and chic Kholer Waters Spa. The 25,000 
square foot spa holds thirteen lavish treatment rooms and a grand 
indoor wellness pool. For the ultimate detoxification guests can 
enjoy a variety of saunas, steam rooms and experience showers.
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Darlington, United Kingdom
Renowned for its exceptional experiences and environmental 
credentials, this wonderful property is constantly voted one of 

the country’s top spa destinations. The historic country mansion 
destination is enhanced by a Spa Garden with a fire pit, heated 

decking and loungers.
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Milan, Italy
The high-tech Club 10 Fitness and Beauty Center on the 
penthouse floor stands in stark contrast to the old-world elegance 
of this city’s sumptuous ‘palace’ hotel. It offers a large selection 
of treatments, a pool and a fitness area, boasting the best skyline 
views in town.
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Florence, Italy
The Ferragamo fashion family of Florence has poured a taste for 
elegance and craftmanship into their hotel and its White Iris Spa, 

just moments from the city’s famous Ponte Vecchio. A design-led 
experience through white, wood, leather and stone in a nod to the 

1950s golden age of Italian style.
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Montalcino, Italy
Centuries after this medieval castle fell to ruins, it was resurrected 
as a luxury relais, thermal spa and winery, high on a hilltop, with 
rolling country views. The spa sources local ingredients such as 
olive oil, lavender and grape to give guests a sensory experience 
of Tuscany.
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Guarene, Italy
The star of the spa in the Castello di Guarene is the swimming 

pool, entirely carved into the rock, where a breathtaking view of 
the natural and cultural landscape of the Langhe can be enjoyed. 

Treatments are an experience through natural caves, water and 
steam with aromatic and chromotherapeutic.
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Istanbul, Turkey
This award-winning hotel is the largest in all of Istanbul with views 
of the entire city from the 34th floor. Elegance meets quality at 
the VIP spa with a crystalline pool, hydrotherapy baths and five 
saunas. Not far from the resort, many iconic locations can be 
discovered.
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Moscow, Russia
Adjacent to the single standing water reserve and Royal Yacht 

Club in Moscow, the DoubleTree resort and spa can be found. 
Chavana Spa, named after the simple Indian sage represents the 
fountain of youth where guests can discover the fresh and simple 

beauty of a Balinese spring garden.
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Marrakech, Morocco

The Pearl Spa invites guests to experience an ancestral Moroccan 
experience with rich and warm contemporary touches. The 2000 
square-metered spa features exclusive cabins, authentic hammams 
and a heated pool that lies in the heart of the luxurious spa.
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Marrakech, Morocco

The Pearl Spa invites guests to experience an ancestral Moroccan 
experience with rich and warm contemporary touches. The 2000 
square-metered spa features exclusive cabins, authentic hammams 
and a heated pool that lies in the heart of the luxurious spa.

Cape Schanck, Australia

One Spa sits at the southernmost tip of the Mornington Peninsula, 
creating a place for the dramatic coastline to be enjoyed. A truly 

naturalistic location that is shaped by the surrounding landscapes 
in combination with personalized spa experiences.
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Paarl, South Africa
Overlooking the beautiful Western Cape Winelands, the Santé 
Wellness Retreat and Spa is a true sanctuary. In the valley, 
surrounded by marvellous mountains guests can find true healing 
at this luxury wellness retreat, complete with grand pools and soft 
greenery.
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Kodhipparu, Maldives

This traditional Maldivian spa sits right on the edge of the Azure 
Sea with breath-taking over-water beachfront villas. Enjoy the 

sunset in a private treatment villa that overlooks the ocean and the 
lush greenery surrounding.
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Quy Nhon City, Vietnam
This exclusive spa offers guests a natural sanctuary that is 
carved into the tropical jungle and engulfed by the mountains 
of this beautiful Vietnamese city. Breathe in natural scents of 
lemongrass and ginger while soaking in a coconut milk bath that 
overlooks the ocean.
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Okinawa, Japan

On the largest island of the Japanese prefecture, Busena Terrace 
Beach Resort and Spa is known for picturesque views and lush 
greenery. This island oasis holds a contemporary spa that uses 

indigenous botanicals to create an unforgettable spa experience.
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Since 2018 [ comfort zone ] has a new, sustainable home in Parma, Italy 
The Davines Village.

Come and visit us!



Discover more about or products, professional treatments and lifestyle recommendations at 
www.comfortzone.it

Follow us on:
IG @comfortzoneskincare | FB #comfortzoneskincareCOD. B3353




